Oh SNAP!
subtraction

\[
\frac{-7}{\frac{3}{4}}
\]

A fun & exciting subtraction fluency game!
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Oh SNAP!

Subtraction

For this game you will need...
2 players & a deck of cards

Here’s How to Play...

- Take the face cards and joker out of the deck, leave the aces. The aces will be equivalent to the number one.
- Shuffle cards, and deal the entire deck.
- DO NOT look at the cards. Create a stack of cards in front of you (so now each student has ½ the deck in front of them, face down).
- You and your partner take the top card and flip them over at the same time.
- The first to recall the difference of the number on the two cards gets to keep the cards.
- After the entire deck is gone, count up how many cards you have.
- The player with the most cards is declared the WINNER!
- Re-deal & play again for hours of addition fluency.
I hope you enjoy this wonderful game of subtraction fluency! Please let me know if you have questions or concerns. Don’t forget to leave me feedback and follow my products on Teachers Pay Teachers 😊

Terri Thornton